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PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND PRO.TECTION OF l\UNORITIES: REPORT OF THE
C~SSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (NINTH SESSION) (item 14 of the Council's agenda)
(E/2447, E/2473)

The CHAIm·~N pointed out that the relevant parts of the report of .the

Commissiop, on Human Rights (E/2447) were cha.pter IV (paragraphs 215 to 260) and the

draft resolutions contained in Annex V, thereto, with the exception of resolut~on I.

He invited 6eneral comments on the question of the prevention of discrimination

and the protection of minbrities and on the draft resolutions.

Mr. STERNER (Sweden) said that he would confine himself f.or the moment

to commending the work of UNESCO in the field of Qducation as B. means of era.dica.ting

discrimination. The comm~cation from the Deputy Uirector-General of UNESCO to the,
Secretary-General (E/2473) was e~denQe that the organization was proceeding on the

right lines end doing significant work.

Mr. TERENZIO (United Nations Educational, Scientif~c and Cultural

Organizat~on)saidthat it had been in pur~uance of resolution 116 B (VI), adopted

by the Economic and Social Council on 1 March 1948, that UNESCO had embark~d on a

programme for the prevention of d.J.scrimina.tlon. Oiling to the complexity .of the

problem and to lack of funds, progress had been slow and ",.rcumspect. The

communication addressed by the Deputy Director-General to the Secretary-General

(E/2473) in accordance with Council resolution 443 (XIV), paragraph 4, represented

an initial, objective studY of the policy pursued, the difficulties encountered and

the results obtained.

In direqt response to the Council's rec~endation6,,UNESCO had embarked in

1949 on an educational campaign against prejudice and discriminator,y measures, the

term "educational" being ta.ken in its broadest sense to cover the dissemination of

information among the general public ·and in intellectual and scholastic circles.

The organization ~ad deemed it essential to base its works on scientific foundation~

as solid, as wide and as uncontroversial as possible.

Drawing attention to the main headings in the UNESCO communication - namely,
. .

the statement on race, dissemination of scientific knowledge, work in university

circles, among the general pu~lic and in elementary and secondary education, the

s~ey in Brazil, the survey of the measures taken to facil~tate social integration
- t r

of minority groups and the studies in the progress achJ.eved by ethnical groups
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through' 'education - he c0ncluded by stating that UNESCO' 5 aim was not to employ

new methods in a field in which such a variety of legisla~ive, eduoational and

psycholugical methods had already been applied, but to a ssess the effectiveness of

those existing ~e~hods and to make the results of its research available to

governments and private organizations wor~g aga1nst, discrimination.

Mr. KOTSCHNIG (United states of America) criticized the manner in which

the relevant parts of the. report of the Commission on Human Rights had been

presented. In particular I t.he references to the programme of work of the Sub

Commission on Pre"rention of Discrimination and Protection of Hinorities were 80

scattered, and the arrangement so complica('ed, that only'with the greatest diff.iculty

ana considerable expen~~ture of time could the actual progran~e to which draft

resolution H related be unearthed.

The CHA~~N pointed out that draft resolution H merely invited the

Counc~l to take n~te of the resolution adop~ed by the Commission on Human Rights in

approving the Sub-Commission' s programme of work. The United states represent"tative' s

comments were, however, fullY justified. The reports of the functional cQmm18~ione
. "• ' I

to t/he Council ought t,o be presented in such a. way as to give a clear picture of

the situation, and of the import ,of the draft resolutions submitted for the Council's

.' approval.

kr. JUVIGNY (France) suggested that, in order ~o facilitate the Committee's

work, the Secretariat should prepare a working paper; setttng forth in detail

the actual text of the programme of work of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of

DiscriJpination and Protection of M.inorlties. Indeed, the paper might well reproduce

the t.ext of all the Sub-Commission's draft resolutions and the changes therein made

by the Commission itself •
•

The CHAIRMAN said that such a paper would be circulated before the next

meeting.

Mr. CHENG PAONAN (China) considered that draft resolution H, which dealt

with the substance of the matter, was the most important, and shO\1ld be closely

studied. He would like to ask the represent~tive of UNESCO certain questions

arisi~g out of his remarks and the references to UNESCO ;J\ the report of the

Commission on Human Rigats •.
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In paragraph 53 of Annex IV there was reproduced a draft resolution (M),

submitted bY' the Sub-Commission and ,relating specifioally to the work of UNESCO,

the last paragraph of which oalled for a special report from it on act1vit1el

designed tO,eradicate, inter alia, discrimination. Had the' UNESCO representative".
statement been made in response to that request' Or were further inf,.ormation and. .

reports ~ be anticipated?

Referring to paragraph 249 in chapter IV of the Commission's report, h$ asked
whether- the special chapter of the UNESCO general report mentioned therein be reaQf

in time for a meeting of the Sub-Commi9sion ii1 Janua)oy 1954. Would it be pOssible

to make copies of it ava~lable to members of the Council as well ~s to members ot .Ill,.

Sub-Commission?

~n reply, ~.(r. TERENZIO (United Na~ions Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization) said, first, that ,the report which UNESCO had been requested to

prepare for 1953 was that c~ntained in the communication from the Deputy Director

Genexoal (E/2473) J which had been circulated to members of the Council; and second11,

that, as from the following year, the results obtained in the campaign to overcome

prejudice and discrimination and to protect minorities would be outlined in a special

chapter of UNESCO's $llnual gene:.:oal report. Particulars tor the present 7ear were to

be found in various sections of the annual report.

He would po~nt out that UNESCO had submitted special reports on its actiYitiel

to the second, third, fourth and fifth sessions of the Sub-Commission, and that. '

document E/2473 would also be transmitted to members of the Sub-Commission before

ita next. session, together 'With add~tiona.l information on developuentll in the

situation,

Mre AZMI (Egypt), speaking as Chairman of the Commission on Hum&~l Rights

and explaining why the text of draft resolution H was 'not entireq clear to those

~ers of the Cammitt~e who had not attended the proceedings of the Commission,

said tha.t the latter had not considered it possible to inolude, in its own resolut.ion

all the deta~18 set forth in that of the SUb-Commis~ion on Prevention ot Discriminat.1o

and Protect1on of Mi~orities to Which it referred.

He wa,s gratified by the interest the Council was taking in the matter, wh10h

proved that J.t had no intention of acti.ng as a mere· post-ottice.
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Mr. ORLOVSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the
•

prevention of discrimination and protect~on of minorities was one of the most

important problems before the qouncil and, indeed, before tne United ~ati.ons as

a whole. The basic work in that field had been assigned to the Commiss~on on

Human Rights and to the Sub-Commission on Prevent~on of Discriminat~on and.
Protection of Minorities; but those bo~es had so far made no notable progress.

There had been difficulties; and even obstructions, and ?nly at that moment after

it had already been at work for a number of years was the Sub-Commission putting

fo~ward a. concrete programme of work~ In many states lvrembers of the Un~ted Nations

discrimination still existed, based on legislation reflecting racial theories which

were. were an outrage upon human digmty. It was the duty of the United Nations to

do everything in its power to promote measures to eradicate such discriIDination.

In the Soviet Union delegation's view, action was needed at the present session

to improve the organization of the rdlevant work. He could support draft resolutianA.
which provided that the Sub-Commission should meet at least once a year and that

its next session should be held in January 1954; ana since that session would in

fact take the place of the session that was to have been held in the autumn of 1953,
he believed that a second session, later in 1954, ought to be contemplated.

with regard to draft resolut~on H on the Sub-Commission's programme of work j

he agreed that the Sub-Co~issionhad indeed the inescapable ~uty of evolving

concrete and practical measures for the speedy extirpation of discrimination,
•

although, in his view, there were many omissions from and defects in the suggested

programme. One shortcoming was the lack of any specific reference to disc.,,~mination

in social and economic matters.

He would support draft resolution. B, recommending that St~tes Members should

review their legislation and administrative practices witn a view to abolishing

discriminatory measures, and that they should take. measures for the protection of

minorities in territories under their jurisd~ction, although he regarded the adoption. .
of that proposal as only a first step towards the ultimate goal.' He would not appose

any of the other draft resolut~ons in Annex V to the Commission's report.

~r. STERNER (Sweden), referring to paragraphs 53 and 54 of Annex IV of the

Commission's report, said that he doubted whether 1t was necessary to call for annual
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reports' from UNESCO. The Council had ample opportuni.ty of ascertaining what UNESCO

was, doing, and it seemed cl~ar from the connnuilicat,ion al:ceady received (E/2473)

that· it was d01ng excellent work. In 'the ,~e connexion, he also questi.oned the

~9dom of appo~nting a special rapporteur to study discriroination in the field of

educut~on (paragraph 65 of Annex IV). The job certainly needed to be done, but it

seemed to him that UNESCO wes the body best qualified to make such a specialized

study.

Mr. RIVAS (Ve~ezuela) referred to the difficufty encountered by the

Commissio~.onHuman Rights when it had tried, in drafting the covenante on human

rights, to reconcile respect for the sovereignty of states with the necessity for

guaranteeing to the individual equality of l'1.ghts and opportunities. Although those

covenants were well on th~ way to completion, it had to be recogn.'ized that the
, .

progress m~de in respect of discrimination w~s much less satisfactory. The proposals

and draft resolutions put forward by the Sub-Commission - extremely vague and couched

in general terms .. were hardly more than en enunciation of ,the problem. No real

solut~ons were suggested o Even an acceptable definition of a minority had not yet

been devised. It was particular13 dil'ficult for a Latin.;.American state to under

stand why so many difficulties should attend the problem of minorities, because

immigrant19 into any of those countrie5 were received as individuals and enjoye4

cl.vil rights on, a footing of full equality w:Lth the rest of the population. It was

the na.tural concem of every developing State to achieve national h<.lmogeneity, and,

consequently, no group could be granted special privileges in. respect of, for

example, language I religion or culture.

Nevertheless I it was true that in some countries a real problem e XJ.sted. In

his delegatl.on's view it was therefore regrettable that the sole proposal dealing

with minorities properly speaking, namely, drEl,ft resolution F, was purely

theoretical in import, for it related only to internat~onal instrume~ts that might

be drawn up in the future. The same c rit.icism might be made of dra.ft resolut~on E,

conce~ning the Convention on Prevention and P~shment of the Crime of Genocide,. '

whl.ch nterely reitera.ted :what ha,d already been enwlciated in resolutions a dopted by

the Council and the General Assembly. Draft resolution B, on the a.bolition of

discriminatory measures, likewise reproduced almost word for word a recent Genera.l

Assembly resolutiono Draft resolut~on D, 'Ol'l the poaition of persons bom out of
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wedlock, certainly introduced a new element" but one which seeme.d ot very minor

importance. In Venezuela, at least, there 'VIas no discrimination on grounds of

illegitimacy, and the principles enunciated in draft resolutJ.on D had been embodied

in tte·Venezuelan Civil Code since 1922,

H~s delegation considered that attentior should be concentrated on matters of

importance and urgency, and that the sub-Commission ought not to dissipe~e its

energi~s in evolving draft resolut~ons on secondary aspects of the problem. For

that reason, he thought that draft resolution A, on membership and future sessions
I

of the Sub-Commission, was, perhaps, the most important of those submitted. The

problems involved were 50 maqy, so complex and so deeply rooted in trad~tion and

c1vil law that the Sub-Commission would be more likely to a chieve concrete results. .
by cho~aing one subject for study each year, in~tead of casting its net ~de over

the whole field of discrimination and protection of minorities. In that conneXion,

he endorsed the suggestion of the Swedish representative that those aspects of the

Sub-Commission's programme which fell within the scope of UNESCO, and espeeially

those r,elating to education, might well be left to that agency.-

Mr" DIALLO (World Fe1eration of Trade Unions) recollect~d that WFTU had

submitted to the Councilf, at its tenth session, an important Tllemorandum on the

prevention of. discrimination. That memorandum had cited facts and formulated

proposals which would have enabled the COWlcil to push ahead with its work on the

subject. The developnent of the situation showed that the Federation's proposal

had been justified. )

In the prevention of discrimination, the most effective action could be taken
bj" th~ workers' trodes unions acting in conjunction with the entire populat~on. Such

common action had recently won some successes, such as the adoption and promulgation

in French West:Africa'and French Equatoria~ Africa of a labour code whieh, although

it did not go far enough, would, if honestly and effectively applied, make it possible

to mitigate, if' not to eli.mina.te, 'certain a spects of discrimination, particularly

those affecting luinimum wages and trade-un~on rights"

. WFTU regretted that the S~b-Commission on Prevention of Discr~nation and

ProtectJ.on of Minorities was now virtually dormant. it therefore supported the

propo~al of the Commission on Human Rights that the Sub-Commission should meet at

least once a year.
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WFTU considered that the most important aspect of the problem was racial 

discrimination, which affected the majority of the populations of enormous areas, 

especially of colonial territories, though it was also to be found in other under

developed countries and in developed capitalist countries. Such discrimination 

was a permanent threat to the maintenance of peaceful relations between nations. 

WFTU noted that no general improvement was apparent, as was shown by information 

received from the working masses, documents published by various United Nations 

organs also described many cases of racial discrimination. WFTU reserved the right 

to communicate to members of the Council, in writing, facts demonstrating the gravity 

of the situation. 
* 

He took the opportunity of drawing the Committee's attention to the fact that 

retention of the colonial clause in the Constitution of the International Labour 

Organisation could not be justified,- The workers in colonial countries thought that 

the deletion of that clause would sex've as an example and an encouragement in the 

prevention of discrimination and protection of minorities. 

With regard to the recommendations submitted to the Council by the Commission 

on Human Rights, WFTU'S position was as follows: 

In the opinion of the Federation, it was right and useful that the Sub-Commission 

should be instructed to undertake a series of studies on actual cases of 

discrimination. If the Council was to be able to act'effectively, it must have the 

widest possible backing from public opinion in all countries, and above all, from 

the working classes and the trades unions. Those studies should, however, be 

supplemented by precise analyses of racial discrimination in certain fields as, for 

instance, social security and legislation, housing, taxation, wages, trade-union 

rights, the land system and so on. If they vie re to be of any value, such studies 

should depict the situation as it actually existed, and not be limited to vague 

generalities, , 

In general, WFTU considered that the facts placed before the Council were 

sufficiently clear to justify immediate action. The Council could not, without 

impairing its prestige and authority, confine itself much longer to the proclamation 

of general principles. Hence, WFTU supported the proposal of the Commission.on Human 

Rights that the governments concerned should be recommended to legislate against 

racial discrimination. In the memorandum it had submitted to the Council at its tent 

session, the Federation had already proposed the abrogation of laws and the eliminate
' {  

of administrative or employers' regulations and practices resulting in discrimination 
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In conclusion, he said that a new and progressive social policy should be

adopted for all peoples sUffering from discriminatione \'lFTU was already working to

that end, and undertook to support any action the Council might decide to take for

eliminating discriminatory practices as quickly as possible.

Mr. VIRA (India) said that, like some other representatives, he found the

presentation in the Commission's report of the SUb-Commission's programme of work

rather confusing.
J

In view of the magnitude of the problem, the programme itself was not over-

ambitious. In any case, there was no sug6est~on that the Sub-Commission should

complete it in a 'single year: no one could expect a centuries-old problem to be

solved overnight.

He suggested that the Sub-Co~ssionmight prepare an annual programme of

work and submit it to the Commission for consideration in order to ensure that J the

general programme' having once been laid down, the Sub-Commission set about carryirig

it out in orderly fashion.

He wondered for precisely what reasons the Sub-Commission &1d Commission had

decided to appoint a special rapporteur to study discrimination in the field ot
education. They were, no doubt, 'sound, but he felt that the appointment ought not

to be regarded as a precedent.
~

Mr. INGLES (Philippines) said that the Philippines delegation would vote

in favour of all the draft resolutions before the Council, because t hey had

commanded the support of the .majority of the Commission on Human Rights.
, .

He was glad that a single document was to be circulated setting forth the work

programme adopted by the Sub-Commission, together with the Commission's amendments

thereto, for the better information of members of the Council.

By draft resolu~ion H, the Council was simply requested to note the Commission t

reso.lution on the Sub-Commission t s programine of work. ffhat was as it should be. Tk

Commission on Human Rights had set up the Sub-Commission to help it with certain

aspects of its own work" Under its terms of reference, the Sub-Commission was

responsible on~ to the Commission. Consequently, it was not for the Council to

interfere with the SUb-Commissionts programme as approved by the Commission.

Moreover, the Sub-Commission wa.s a body of experts, as was also the Commission
. .

itself, and should be left free to organize its work a.s it thought !~t.
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His delegation was therefore much concerned at the suggestion that the Council

should examine 'the Sub-Commission's prog~amme of work and introduce substantive

amendments to it. 1'.tle programme finally approved by the Commission represented a

compromise between the views of those delegat~ons which had cons~dered the draft

programme submitted by the Sub-Commission to be over-ambitious, and the views of

those who had thought it no;:' ambitious enough. Consequently, he feared that to

re-open discussion on the matter ~n the Council would ,merely result in a repetition

of the arguments already advanced in the Commission. However, if the Council did

decide to amend the programme, any delegation, including his own, would be free to

propose amendments to it in the light of its interpretation of the Sub-Commission1s
I

original terms of reference.

~ihat was necessary at the present stage was for the Council to decide Whether

it wished to make changes in the Sub-Cornmission's programme of work, or simply to,
note the Commission's resolution on the subject, as proposed in draft resolution H4

Mr. STERNER (Sweden) observed that educational measures and pUblicity

based on sound researCfi could strike at the very roots of the age-old problem of

discrimination, and were capable of bearing valua~le fruit through the undoubted

effect they would have on pUblic opinion. Nevertheless, a United Nations body

specializing in problems of discrimination was needed as well. At that moment, the

Commission on Human R~ghts, to~ether w~th the Sub-Commission on Prevention of

Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, constituted such a body. Should an

international agency eventually be set up to supervise the implementation of the

proposed covenants on human rights, it might be able to take the Commission's place

in the particular field in que'stion.'

He agreed with the Venezuelan representative that all the work of the Sub

Commission had not come up to expectation. To be sure, som~ of the draft resolutions

in Annex IV to the Commission's report had re~ advanced matters. In particu~,

the draft resolution on the defi~tion of minorities (Annex IV, paragraph 31)
constituted a potentially valuable contribution, and much hard work had been put

into it, though he could_ not subscr~be to it in its entirety" Others, however,

such as the draft resolution on erroneous views on religion, which had not been

adopted by the Commiss~on.ll and draft re6olut~on G (technical assistance) in Annex V,
,

could not be very- highly commended.
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In general, he felt that the Sub-Commission had devotea' itself too exclusively

to the drafting of resolutions, which was not always the best way of advanc~ng
. .

matters. It was hardly desirable that the Sub-Commission should meet more frequently

~s had been suggested, if it was merely going to draft more resolut~ons. He 'hoped

that at its next session, it would draw up a more concrete programme of work

than the one then before the Council.

Paragraph 256 of the ComnUssJ.on t s report suggested that the Sub-Commission

should select a single subject for study every year, and raised the questJ.on of the

co-ordination of its programme with the work of other agencies. Both.Bubjects l he.
felt might have been gone into more thoroughly •.

The proposal to appoint a special rapporteur to stuQy ~scrimination in the

field of education and to co-operate wi.th UNESCO might prove of value but he

wondered whether it might. not be preferable to refer the problem to U~"ESCOJ which

could, if necessarYI appoint a rapporteur of its O\in for the purpose~

No doubt there were in some cases - in the legal and const~tutional fields,

for example - no bodies in existence for the Sub-Commission to co-opsrate' wlth.

The Sub-Commission would have t9deal with those matters direct, or through a

special rapporteur. But the co-operation of the International Labour Organisation

would be valuable on matters pertaining to wages, social security and housJ.ng, that

of UNESCO on e1ucational matters, and that of the Food and Ag!~culture Organization

(FAO) on land and agricultural problems. The Commission's report ought more

thoroughly to have explored "\;the question of co-operation with those specialized

agencies ...

Mr. TEREr.JZIO (United Nations Educational, Scientific anu Cultural

Organization), replying to the questions put by the Swedish representat~ve, said

that UNESCO was entire~ at the Council's disposal and was prepared, as he had

already stated, to ~nclude a special chapter on the prevent~on of discrimination in

its annual report. or alternatively to leave the statement on the matter in its usual

place among the general activities of the orgs:1ization. It would continue to devote

the same~attention to the subject as it had done in the past,

In the meantime,. the communic&t~on from the Deputy Director-General of UNESCO

(E/2473) showed that ,the policy pursued by the organ~zation, in accordance with the

directives of its General Conference and the recommendations of the Economic and
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Social Council, had been to combat discrimination through the media of education

and pUblic information. UNESCO had also studied the positive contributions made

by' various states to the solut~on of the problem, and the results of its studies

had been made available to governments and to the organizations active in that field.

While it had not yet cunducted a survey 1nto the present world situation concerning

discrimination in ~he field of education, the EX6cutive Board had taken note, at its
. "

34th session, of the resolution adopted on the subjeqt by the Commissi~n on Human

Rights, and had decided that, pending the decision of the General Conference on

UNESCO's participation in the implementation procedure of, the draft covenants on

human rights - especially as regarded future studies on the effective application of.
those rights - the Direct.,or-General of UNESCO should supply the special rapporteur

appointed by the Sub-Commission, without evaluating them, with all the data and

statistics in the possession of the UNESCO Secretariat,,
Miss ~~AS (Cuba) confirmed the Venezuelan representative's assertion

that discrimination was unknown in the Lat~n-American countries. In CUba, it was

forbidden by a provision of the Constitution that was strictly enforced.

Her delegation appreciated the work done by the Sub-Commission, which had

positive value, and supportBd the proposal that that body sh::>uld meet at least once

a year.

She paid a tribute to the activities of UNESCO described in the communication

from its Deputy Director-G~neral, and hoped that UN'.rliSCO would C?ollti:nue to work along

those lines.

Mr. DOROSZ (Poland) considered that the draft resolutions before the

Council left much to be desiredo Nevertheless, his delegation would vote for draft

resolut~on A, because it felt that the Sub-Commission akght to meet at least once a

year. It would also support the Soviet representative's proposal" that a second session

in 1954 should be contemplated.

Mr. CHENG PAONAN (China) felt that certain basic issues required

clarificat~on.

First, should therA be a SUb-commission on discrimination at all? Since the

problem was a long~ter.m one, his delegati0~t had been in favour of the Sub-Commission's

being put on a more permanent basis. The united Nations had a duty, implicit in the

terms of the Charter, to study and promote the elimination of discrimination.; accord

ing~ the task could not, as had bean sug3ested, be left to other bodi~s.
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Secondly, ought the existing Sub-Comm1esion to be replaced by a new one? New

elections to the Sub-Commission had just taken place, and the Commission on Human

Rights contlnued to advocate the principle of re-election.

Thirdly, was the programme of work proposed by the Sub-Commission' over

ambitious or not ambitious enough? The programme was not over-ambitious ~n itself,

but only so in view of the uncertainty of the Sub-Commission t s e :xistence and the

shortness of its sessions. Accordingly, it had been proposed that the Sub-Commission

should meet for at least three weeks every year. The Ad hoc Committee on Forced

Labour and the United Nations Commi.ssion on the Raclal Situation in the Union of

South Africa (formerly the Ad hoc Committee on South West Africa) had taken several

years over their work and had still not completed it. A session of three weeks

was, therefore, an extremely short one for the Sub-Commission to carry out all that

it had planned. On the other hand, he could not agree with the Philippine

representative .that the Sub-Commission w~s not,. doing enough; it would take years

to finish the work in hand.

Fourthly, there was the question of the method to be adopted by the United

Nations in connexion~dth the whole question of discrimination. Since there was no

likelihood of peoples and governments abandonlng discrimination on their own

initiative, some long-term plan was required. It had been suggested that, since
,

many specialized agencies and non-governmental ,organizations were ~nterested in the

problem, they ndght undertake the work. In the case of the specialized agencies

the suggestion was a sound one, provided the agencies actually had a programme in

that,field. UNESCO had such a programme, but certa~n other agencies, he understood,

had not. Non-governmental organizat~ons, on the other hand, could render valuable

assistance, but only by exerting their influence individually on governments or

groups. He did not think that they had ev~r taken ~ concerted action to eliminate

discrimination., The value of the assistance that the specialized agencies and

non-governmental organizations could give had been recognized by the.Sub-aommission,

end draft resolution 0 canvassed the desirability of convening a conference of.
non-governmental organizations to discuss the problem.
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The method recommended by the Commission on Human Rights itself was that the

work should be carried out by the Sub-Commission in co-operation with the

specialized agencies and,non-governmental organizations, and through the appointment

of a special rapporteur to stu~ one particular aspect of the problem, He realized

that the appointment of spec1al rapporteurs was not a course which the General
t

Assembly encouraged; but he hoped, nev3rtheless, that the Council would not, as..
it had done i~ the case of a certain report of a similar nature, decide to tgnore

the report of the rapporteur in question.

The third possible method was for the Council to set up sub-committees to

deal with matt.era which the Sub-Commission was not competent to tackle. The ad hoc

committees to which he had already referred provided a precedent for such action,

The Chinese delegation supported, in general, all the draft resolutions

conta1ned in Annex V to the report of the Commission on HUman RJ.ghts. That did not

mean, however" that it would vote in favour of every clause, and it was open to

suggestions, especial~ in connexion with the Sub-Commission's progr~e of work.

The meeting rose at l·p.m.




